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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 147 { 153TERNARY SEMIGROUPS OF MORPHISMS OF OBJECTS INCATEGORIESAntoni Chronowski and Miroslav NovotnyAbstract. In this paper the notion of a ternary semigroup of morphisms ofobjects in a category is introduced. The connection between an isomorphismof categories and an isomorphism of ternary semigroups of morphisms ofsuitable objects in these categories is considered. Finally, the results obtainedfor general categories are applied to the categories RELn + 1 and ALGnwhich were studied in [5]. 1. IntroductionIsomorphisms of various categories were used to solve algebraic problems. Sincethe construction of all homomorphisms of a mono-unary algebra into another oneis known, the isomorphism of a category of binary structures and a category ofmono-unary algebras was used to construct all strong homomorphisms of a binarystructure into another one in [3]. Another example is presented in [6] where allhomomorphisms of a groupoid into another one is constructed on the basis ofthe fact that the category of all groupoids is isomorphic to a suitable category ofmono-unary algebras. Isomorphisms of a category of relational structures and acategory of algebras were studied also in [4] and [5].The present paper oers another possibility of using isomorphisms between cat-egories. If K is a category and X; Y its objects, then all pairs (p; q), where p is amorphism of X into Y and q a morphism of Y into X, constitute a ternary semi-group with an operation dened in a natural way. If K0 is a category isomorphicto K and X0; Y 0 are objects corresponding to X and Y , respectively, then theternary semigroup of morphisms formed by means of X0 and Y 0 is proved to beisomorphic to the ternary semigroup of morphisms formed by means of X and Y .This result is applied in various situations in our examples.We now present the details of our considerations. The instruments of the theoryof categories used here can be easily found in [1] or in [7]. First, we recall somedenitions of [5].1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 20N15, 08A02, 08A62, 18B10.Key words and phrases: ternary semigroup, mono-n-ary structure, mono-n-ary algebra, cat-egory, homomorphism, strong homomorphism, isomorphism.Received May 27, 1994.
148 ANTONI CHRONOWSKI AND MIROSLAV NOVOTNY2. Totally additive and atom-preserving mappingsFor any set A we denote by P (A) its power set, i.e., P (A) = fX; X  Ag.Let A; A0 be sets, H a mapping of P (A) into P (A0). The mapping H is saidto be totally additive if H(X) =[fH(fxg); x 2 Xgholds for any set X 2 P (A). The mapping H is referred to as atom-preserving iffor any x 2 A there exists x0 2 A0 such that H(fxg) = fx0g.Let r be a relation from A to A0, i.e., r  A  A0. Then for any X 2 P (A) weput P[r](X) = fx0 2 A0; there exists x 2 X with (x; x0) 2 rg:Clearly P[r] is a mapping of P (A) into P (A0).Let H be a mapping of P (A) into P (A0). Then we setQ[H] = f(x; x0) 2 AA0; x0 2 H(fxg)g:Then Q[H] is a relation from A to A0.3. Categories RELn+ 1 and ALGnIn what follows n is a positive integer.If A is a set, we put An = A  A where A appears n times. A set r  An issaid to be an n-ary relation on A and the ordered pair (A; r) is called amono-n-arystructure.If (A; r); (A0; r0) are mono-n+ 1-ary structures and h is a mapping of A intoA0, then h is said to be a strong homomorphism of the mono-n+ 1-ary structure(A; r) into (A0; r0) whenever the following holds: For any x1; : : : ; xn in A and anyx0n+1 in A0 the condition (h(x1); : : : ; h(xn); x0n+1) 2 r0 is satised if and only ifthere exists xn+1 2 A such that h(xn+1) = x0n+1 and (x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) 2 r.We now recall the denition of the category RELn+1. Objects of this categoryare mono-n+ 1-ary structures of the form (A; r). By a morphism of the object(A; r) into the object (A0; r0) we mean a strong homomorphism of the mono-n+1-ary structure (A; r) into (A0; r0). It is easy to see (cf. [5]) that RELn + 1 is acategory.Let A be a set and N an n-ary operation on P (A). Then the ordered pair(P (A); N ) will be referred to as a mono-n-ary algebra. The operation N is saidto be totally additive ifN (X1; : : : ; Xn) =[fN (fx1g; : : : ; fxng); (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 X1     Xngholds for any X1; : : : ; Xn in P (A).We now recall the denition of the category ALGn. Objects of this categoryare mono-n-ary algebras of the form (P (A); N ) where A is a set and N is atotally additive n-ary operation on P (A). By a morphism of the object (P (A); N )into the object (P (A0); N 0) in ALGn we mean a totally additive atom-preserving
TERNARY SEMIGROUPS OF MORPHISMS OF OBJECTS IN CATEGORIES 149homomorphism of the mono-n-ary algebra (P (A); N ) into (P (A0); N 0). It is easyto see (cf. [5]) that ALGn is a category.4. Isomorphisms of categories RELn+ 1 and ALGnLet (A; r) be a mono-n+1-ary structure. For arbitrary sets X1; : : : ; Xn in P (A)we putR[r](X1; : : : ; Xn) = fxn+1 2 A; there exist x1 2 X1; : : : ; xn 2 Xnsuch that (x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) 2 rg:Clearly, R[r] is an n-ary operation on the set P (A). Hence R is an operatorassigning an n-ary operation on P (A) to any n+ 1-ary relation on A.If A is a set and N an n-ary operation on P (A), we putS[N ] = f(x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) 2 An+1; xn+1 2 N (fx1g; : : : ; fxng)g:Hence S is an operator assigning a n+1-ary relation on A to any n-ary operationon P (A).We dene two functors. F will be a functor from the category RELn + 1 toALGn and G will be a functor from the category ALGn toRELn+1. These func-tors will be dened by presenting the object mappings Fo; Go and the morphismmappings Fm; Gm.If (A; r) is an object in the category RELn + 1 and h a morphism in thiscategory, we put Fo(A; r) = (P (A);R[r]); Fm(h) = P[h]:If (P (A); N ) is an object in the category ALGn and H is a morphism in thiscategory, we set Go(P (A); N ) = (A;S[N ]); Gm(H) = Q[H]:Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer. Then F is a functor of the categoryRELn+ 1 into ALGn and G is a functor of the category ALGn into RELn+ 1such that F G and G  F are identity functors.Corollary. Let n be a positive integer. Then the functor F is an isomorphism ofthe category RELn+ 1 onto ALGn and the functor G is an isomorphism of thecategory ALGn onto RELn+ 1.For the proofs see [5]. 5. Ternary semigroupsA ternary semigroup (cf. [2], [8]) is an algebraic structure (A; f) such that A isa nonempty set and f : A3 ! A is a ternary operation satisfying the associativelaw: f(f(x1 ; x2; x3); x4; x5) = f(x1; f(x2; x3; x4); x5) = f(x1; x2; f(x3; x4; x5))for all x1; : : : ; x5 in A.
150 ANTONI CHRONOWSKI AND MIROSLAV NOVOTNYLet (A; f); (A0; f 0) be ternary semigroups. A mapping h : A ! A0 is called ahomomorphism of (A; f) into (A0; f 0) ifh(f(x1; x2; x3)) = f 0(h(x1); h(x2); h(x3))holds for any x1; x2; x3 in A. A bijective homomorphism is said to be an isomor-phism.If X and Y are nonempty sets, we denote the set of all mappings of X intoY by T (X;Y ). Furthermore, we put T [X;Y ] = T (X;Y )  T (Y;X). Dene theternary operation f : (T [X;Y ])3 ! T [X;Y ] by the rule:f((p1; q1); (p2; q2); (p3; q3)) = (p1  q2  p3; q1  p2  q3)for any (pi; qi) 2 T [X;Y ] where i = 1; 2; 3. The algebraic structure (T [X;Y ]; f)is a ternary semigroup and is called the ternary semigroup of mappings of sets Xand Y . This ternary semigroup is said to be disjoint if X \ Y = ;.A slightly modied argument applied in the proof of Theorem 3 in [2] yieldsthe following theorem.Theorem 2. Every ternary semigroup is embeddable into a disjoint ternarysemigroup (T [X;Y ]; f) of mappings of some sets X and Y .Let K be a category, X and Y its objects. We denote by HomK(X;Y ) the setof all morphisms of X into Y in K. Suppose HomK(X;Y ) 6= ; 6= HomK(Y;X).Then we put HomK[X;Y ] = HomK(X;Y )  HomK(Y;X). Dene the mappingfK[X;Y ] : (HomK[X;Y ])3 ! HomK[X;Y ] putting() fK[X;Y ]((p1; q1); (p2; q2); (p3; q3)) = (p1  q2  p3; q1  p2  q3)for all (pi; qi) in HomK[X;Y ] where i = 1; 2; 3. Then (HomK[X;Y ]; fK[X;Y ]) isa ternary semigroup which is called the ternary semigroup of morphisms of objectsX and Y in the category K.Let I be a functor from a category K to a category K0. By Io; Im we denotethe object mapping and the morphism mapping of the functor I, respectively.Theorem 3. LetK andK0 be categories, I an isomorphismofK ontoK0. Assumethat X and Y are objects in K such that HomK(X;Y ) 6= ; 6= HomK(Y;X).Then the ternary semigroups of morphisms (HomK[X;Y ]; fK[X;Y ]) and(HomK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )]; fK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )]) are isomorphic. The corresponding iso-morphism assigns to any pair (p; q) 2 HomK[X;Y ] the pair (Im(p); Im(q)) 2HomK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )].Proof. It is clear that the restrictions of the mapping Im are bijections ofHomK(X;Y ) ontoHomK0 (Io(X); Io(Y )) and ofHomK(Y;X) ontoHomK0 (Io(Y ),Io(X)). Let us put H(p; q) = (Im(p); Im(q)) for any (p; q) 2 HomK[X;Y ]. Ofcourse H(p; q) 2 HomK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )] for any (p; q) 2 HomK[X;Y ] and H is abijection. Since I is a functor, we obtain for any elements (p1; q1); (p2; q2); (p3; q3)in HomK[X;Y ] the following relations:H(fK[X;Y ]((p1; q1); (p2; q2); (p3; q3))) = H(p1  q2  p3; q1  p2  q3) = (Im(p1  q2 p3); Im(q1  p2  q3)) = (Im(p1)  Im(q2)  Im(p3); Im(q1)  Im(p2)  Im(q3)) =
TERNARY SEMIGROUPS OF MORPHISMS OF OBJECTS IN CATEGORIES 151fK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )]((Im(p1); Im(q1)); (Im(p2); Im(q2)); (Im(p3); Im(q3))) =fK0 [Io(X); Io(Y )](H(p1; q1);H(p2; q2);H(p3; q3)). Thus H is a homomorphismand, consequently, an isomorphism. 6. Applications to categories RELn+ 1 and ALGnWe now apply Theorem 3 to a particular situation described in Corollary. WeobtainTheorem 4. Let n be a positive integer. If (A; r) and (A0; r0) are objects in thecategory RELn+ 1 such thatHomRELn+1[(A; r); (A0; r0)] 6= ; 6= HomRELn+1[(A0; r0); (A; r)] ;then the ternary semigroups(HomRELn+1[(A; r); (A0; r0)]; fRELn+1[(A; r); (A0; r0)])and(HomALGn [(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])]; fALGn[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])])are isomorphic. The corresponding isomorphism assigns to any pair (p; q) 2HomRELn+1[(A; r); (A0; r0)] the pair (P[p];P[q]) 2 HomALGn[(P (A);R[r]);(P (A0);R[r0])].Example 1. The category REL2 appears under the name STR and the categoryALG1 under the name PMA in [3].Let A; A0 be sets, r = f(x; y) 2 AA; x 6= yg; r0 = f(x0; y0) 2 A0A0; x0 6= y0g.Then (A; r); (A0; r0) are objects in REL2.A mapping h : A! A0 is a strong homomorphism of (A; r) into (A0; r0) if andonly if it is a bijection.Indeed, if h is a bijection and x 2 A; y0 2 A0, then (h(x); y0) 2 r0 meansh(x) 6= y0 which is equivalent to the existence of y 2 A such that h(y) = y0 andx 6= y, i.e., (x; y) 2 r. Thus, h is a strong homomorphism.On the other hand, if h is a strong homomorphism and x; y in A are such thatx 6= y, then (x; y) 2 r which implies that (h(x); h(y)) 2 r0, i.e., h(x) 6= h(y). Thus,h is injective. Furthermore, if y0 2 A0; x 2 A are arbitrary, then either h(x) = y0or (h(x); y0) 2 r0 which implies the existence of y such that h(y) = y0 and x 6= y.Hence h is a bijection.Furthermore, R[r](;) = ;; R[r](fxg) = fy 2 A; x 6= yg = A   fxg for anyx 2 A, and R[r](X) = A for any X 2 P (A) with at least two elements. Anymorphism of (P (A);R[r]) into (P (A0);R[r0]) is of the form P[h] where h is abijection of A onto A0.Thus, the elements ofHomREL2[(A; r); (A0; r0)] are of the form (p; q) where p is abijection ofA onto A0 and q is a bijection of A0 onto A. Simultaneously, (P[p];P[q])is the general form of an element in HomALG1[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])]. If we
152 ANTONI CHRONOWSKI AND MIROSLAV NOVOTNYdene the operations fREL2[(A; r); (A0; r0)] and fALG1[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])]by (), we obtain two isomorphic ternary semigroups.Example 2. The category REL3 appears under the name TER and the categoryALG2 under the name PGR in [4].Let A; A0 be sets. Put r = f(x; y; z) 2 A3; either x = z or y = zg, r0 =f(x0; y0; z0) 2 (A0)3; either x0 = z0 or y0 = z0g. Then (A; r); (A0; r0) are objects inthe category REL3.It is easy to see that any mapping h of A into A0 is a strong homomorphismof (A; r) into (A0; r0). Indeed, if x 2 A; y 2 A; z0 2 A0, then (h(x); h(y); z0) 2 r0holds if either h(x) = z0 or h(y) = z0. Since (x; y; x) 2 r; (x; y; y) 2 r hold, h is astrong homomorphism.Furthermore R[r](X;Y ) = fz 2 A; x 2 X; y 2 Y; (x; y; z) 2 rg = X [ Y .Any morphism of (P (A);R[r]) into (P (A0);R[r0]) is of the form P[h] where h isa mapping of A into A0.Thus, the elements of HomREL3[(A; r); (A0; r0)] are of the form (p; q) wherep is a mapping of A into A0 and q is a mapping of A0 into A. Simultane-ously, the elements in HomALG2[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])] coincide with thepairs of the form (P[p];P[q]). If dening the operations fREL3[(A; r); (A0; r0)]and fALG2[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])] by (), we obtain two isomorphic ternarysemigroups.Example 3. Let A; A0 be sets. Put r = f(x; x; x);x 2 Ag; r0 = f(x0; x0; x0);x0 2A0g. Then (A; r); (A0; r0) are objects in the category REL3.We prove that the set HomREL3((A; r); (A0; r0)) coincides with the set of allinjective mappings of A into A0.Indeed, if h : A! A0 is injective and x 2 A; y 2 A; z0 2 A0, then (h(x); h(y); z0)2 r0 means h(x) = z0 = h(y) which is equivalent to x = y and h(x) = z0 and,therefore, to (x; y; x) 2 r; h(x) = z0. Thus, h is a strong homomorphism.On the other hand, if h is a strong homomorphism and x 2 A; y 2 A are suchthat h(x) = h(y), then (h(x); h(y); h(x)) 2 r0 which implies the existence of z 2 Awith (x; y; z) 2 r and h(z) = h(x), i.e., x = y = z. Thus, h is injective.Furthermore, R[r](X;Y ) = fz 2 A; (x; y; z) 2 r; x 2 X; y 2 Y g = X \ Y .Any morphism of (P (A);R[r]) into (P (A0);R[r0]) is of the form P[h] where h isan injective mapping of A into A0.Thus, the elements of HomREL3[(A; r); (A0; r0)] are of the form (p; q) where p isan injective mapping of A intoA0 and q is an injective mapping ofA0 intoA. Simul-taneously, (P[p];P[q]) is the general form of an element inHomALG2[(P (A);R[r]),(P (A0);R[r0])]. Furthermore, if dening the operations fREL3[(A; r); (A0; r0)] andfALG2[(P (A);R[r]); (P (A0);R[r0])] by (), we obtain two isomorphic ternary semi-groups. 7. Concluding remarksThough the assertion of Theorem 3 is not surprising and its proof is simple,this theorem enables to state that some ternary semigroups are isomorphic which
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